70% of the world’s coffee is roasted on Probat equipment.
NOW IT’S YOUR TURN.

TODAY, PROBAT COMBINES PLANT INSTALLATION AND ENHANCED SUPPORT WITH OUR LEGENDARY EQUIPMENT, PRODUCTS AND SERVICES.

There’s never been a better time to improve the consistency, efficiency and profitability of your commercial coffee processing facility with Probat. Because now, along with our historic reputation for excellence, every Probat plant-wide system and component comes with advantages that were never available before—installation by Probat experts and remarkably responsive customer support. You could call it the most exciting blend in the coffee industry.

RECEIVE PROMPT ASSISTANCE WITH JUST ONE CALL
Probat technical support is now as exceptional as our equipment. Whenever you need help, just call our expert, U.S.-based technicians. They work closely with our controls, mechanical and electrical engineers to diagnose and resolve issues quickly and efficiently. If you require on-site assistance, we can come to your facility or securely connect with your roaster’s VPN to safely resolve most issues the very same day.

OUTFIT YOUR ENTIRE LINE WITH SIGNATURE PROBAT QUALITY
Only Probat gives you the choice of world-renowned solid drum, tangential, centrifugal and continuous roasters. But our roasters are just the beginning. From consulting, to green coffee receiving, to roasted coffee handling, we provide complete solutions that keep your line moving at a caffeinated pace. Complete your Probat-powered plant with control and automation solutions, environmental controls and laboratory equipment.

UNPARALLELED TECHNICAL EXPERTISE
From heat conduction to reducing energy consumption, no one knows more about industrial coffee refinement than Probat. A company founded and run by engineers, we have the largest technical staff in North America and around the world dedicated to advancing coffee processing technology. We’ll help you identify your desired roasting profile, develop ways to achieve it and ensure your system delivers optimal results. Since the warmth of coffee invites sharing, you’re always invited to learn from us in our in-house training lab.

To receive even more value from the most trusted name in roasting, call 877.683.8113 or visit probatburns.com.

NO ONE INSTALLS PROBAT BETTER THAN PROBAT
You’ll experience ultimate confidence and performance when your Probat equipment is installed by the people who know it best. To give you this peace of mind, we now provide a highly experienced team of millwrights, welders, machinists, pipe fitters, CAD designers and engineers who have more experience installing complete coffee processing plants with Probat equipment than anyone else in North America.

WE RELY VERY HEAVILY ON PROBAT’S ENGINEERING EXPERTISE, WHICH IS IMPORTANT BECAUSE WE DON’T HAVE A LARGE ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT.”

Joe Navin, Vice President-Operations
Mother Parkers Tea & Coffee
COMPREHENSIVE PROBAT SOLUTIONS

Bins and Hoppers
Briquetting Presses
Catalytic Oxidizers
Consulting Services
Controls and Automation Solutions
Conveyors and Air Systems
Environmental Control Systems
Installation, Startup and Commissioning
Green Coffee Cleaners
Grinders/Roller Mills
Laboratory Equipment
R&D Support
Rebuild and Reconditioning
Roasters
Spare Parts
Stone Separators and Destoners
Technical Support
Thermal Oxidizers
Training